The Cluster Buster from Powder Trap, Inc.™

This amazing simple device is proven capable of eliminating your Cluster Fly problem – when used as a “system”: Place 1 trap in each and every window section where the flies gather. The system will then break the cycle by capturing and preventing flies from returning to the cracks at night and refreshing the trails that lead others in. The first set of traps lasts up to 2 years; on average 3 to 4 years! No More Mess! No More Buzzing! No More Cluster Fly Problem!

Installation Instructions:

1. Set up to carefully install your Cluster Buster on the affected window. Usual placement is directly on the glass, along the bottom, close to the frame, and toward a corner; or if the flies persistently gather high up, a few inches down from the top of the pane. Clean the glass with water only and allow to dry thoroughly. Note: If installing in the upper portion of a sliding sash, be sure to install a small stick in the track to prevent it from crushing the trap if opened.

2. Hold the trap horizontally and shake it side to side a few times to level the powder. Then tap the bottom firmly a few times on a hard surface to settle the powder along the bottom inside.

3. Without squeezing keep the trap horizontal from this point on. Gently peel off the wide tape sealing the slot across the top of the trap. Once again, open, do not blow on, tip, or shake the trap as you may spill the powder (which is then a harmless dust nuisance). Carefully peel the pink backing from the narrow adhesive strips on the either side of the trap to expose the adhesive. Be careful not to touch or soil the adhesive pads or your trap may not stick properly.

4. Keeping the trap horizontal, take it to the affected window, and (without letting it touch the glass!) position it straight & LEVEL at the desired position. Firmly press each end of the trap against the glass and pull the bottom gently to assure it is well stuck.

The Cluster Buster™ should begin to work immediately, providing the flies are active. The key to fully eliminating the problem and realizing extra-long life from these traps is to use them as a system: 1 trap in each afflicted window will break the cycle by preventing flies from going back into the cracks to bring even more in the next day.